Recruit Release Notes Changes Launching 2017-07-27

Panorama

As part of the ongoing Panorama project, we have improved the loading of a few additional parts of the application. The activity log on waivers and exemptions, as well as recruitment report grids (applicant pool, shortlist, search report) will now live update instead of causing a page reload. This should provide for quicker access to the information as well as improve the user's experience on these pages.

Recruitments

Analysts have long requested that a list of currently-used fields of study be displayed somewhere in the app. We have addressed this request by adding the fields of study to the help documentation.

Capping off the project to unify the old Manage page with the Applicant's page, we have removed the Manage link from the application. Users can still access the Applicant's page tour from the upper-right hand corner of the Applicant's page.

Sometimes our manually-added applicants are busy, and they may not always have the time to click into their emails to activate their applications within the allotted timeframe. We have extended the activation window to seven days for the convenience of the applicant.

Bugs ‘n Stuff

- Updated alt-text on help docs to be more descriptive for screen readers
- Fixed a bug that caused certain images on the site to not display properly
- Displayed the entire label “Meets Basic Qualifications” on the page to create the shortlist report, whereas the label was previously truncated
- Clarified the error messages received by references when using the incorrect login credentials